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Gothic fiction offered a testing ground for many unauthorized genders and sexualities, including sodomy, tribadism, romantic friendship (male and female), incest, pedophilia, sadism, masochism, necrophilia, cannibalism, masculinized females, feminized males, miscegenation, and so on …
If we apply these concerns to Frankenstein, there is no end to the directions in which this novel could lead us.​[1]​

This chapter looks at the re-working of the Frankenstein story in the Showtime/Sky production Penny Dreadful (2014-16). It argues that the show provides an excessive Gothic re-imagining of the novel which focuses on questions around fatherhood, patriarchy and the disastrous relationships apparent in a truly dysfunctional family. Penny Dreadful exceeds its originating tale, taking it into darker Gothic places, leading Frankenstein: or The Modern Prometheus towards an explication of the radical critiques and observations that were hinted at in the novel. In 1984 Mary Poovey famously argued that; ‘just as Frankenstein figuratively murdered his family, so the monster literally murders Frankenstein's domestic relationships, blighting both the memory and the hope of domestic harmony with the "black mark" of its deadly hand.’​[2]​ Frankenstein is resurrected and his domestic relationships are blighted still further as Penny Dreadful lays its own ‘deadly hand’ on the novel’s narrative. 
This popular television series which ran for three seasons (2014-16) is a hybrid adaptation of some of the most iconic novels of the nineteenth century: Dracula, The Picture of Dorian Gray and of course Frankenstein: or The Modern Prometheus. Benjamin Poore calls ‘the world of Penny Dreadful [a place] where characters from different nineteenth-century stories, from life and death, from history and fiction – and from imagined versions of that fiction – meet and cross-pollinate.’​[3]​ Penny Dreadful is a glorious, bloody, gore-filled mash-up of some of the greatest nineteenth-century Gothic fictions. Penny Dreadful re-presents Frankenstein’s story as a twenty-first century re-imagining clothed in Gothic glory. What is produced blooms like a dark flower which has been grafted with a different, older species. Robert Stam and Alessandro Raengo assert that the word ‘adaptation’ ‘brings out the Darwinian overtones of the word “adaptation” itself, evoking adaptation as a means of evolution and survival.’​[4]​  So what has this adaptation done in order to ‘survive’? What hybrid has emerged from this re-working that has proved to be so popular? This chapter looks at the excess of the re-working of the Frankenstein story in Penny Dreadful, arguing that this new televisual adaptation of Frankenstein can itself be seen as a ‘hideous progeny’​[5]​ which has a life of its own and which over-reaches its parent text. This chapter argues that where Frankenstein: or The Modern Prometheus explores themes of the family and parenting through expressions of instabilities, uncertainties and failures as well as longing and fascination, Penny Dreadful provides a re-reading, über-reading or extra-reading of the themes and concerns embedded in the novel. The television series presents a fantasy along the lines of ‘what could have happened next.’ Penny Dreadful takes characters from Victorian Gothic novels beyond their seemingly final textual life enabling them to live anew; affording them afterlives. And while the original Victor Frankenstein may have been cruel and neglectful, mistaken, hubristic, blind and misguided, the new Victor is much worse. Victor’s ‘new’ blood-ties involve incest, necrophilia, abuse and terrible violence. Penny Dreadful produces a dark, Gothic text which emits a disturbing vision of perverted of fatherhood, paternalism and patriarchy. 




Our first visions of Victor are of a ‘resurrection man’ up to his elbows in blood as he unpicks the inner workings of a severed human arm in a stinking, offal-filled, blood-soaked place where bodies are on sale for those wishing to dissect them. What is most evident is Victor’s passion for his research; his frenzied pursuit of the ‘one worthy goal for scientific exploration … piercing the tissue that separates life from death,’​[7]​ as he declares to Sir Malcolm. As we are of course aware, Victor’s pursuit of ‘the truth’ goes somewhat further than might be expected and we follow him to his laboratory where his apparatus and the inanimate figure of a reassembled man await lightening to strike. In a wonderfully Gothic scene of driving rain, darkness and crashing thunder, we see the drama of the fizz and spark of electricity as lightning strikes Victor’s apparatus and animates the corpse. Those of us who are familiar with the source-text think we know what is coming and we brace ourselves for a hideous monster and a devastating rejection. However this scene in Penny Dreadful does not replicate the expected reaction or consequence. This ‘birth’ is a gentle one filled with reciprocal joy and wonder between new-born creature and Frankenstein. The creature is not hideous and there seems to be love and bonding as they gaze at each other and weep with joy and love. Victor proves a tender father figure, caring for his new-born. He does not flee his creature, but takes responsibility and fulfils his role as father and creator. Possibilities are opened up by the birth of the being they name together as ‘Proteus’ and it seems as if Victor can make amends for the original sin in the original text.
This is in the second episode, and throughout this episode we see Proteus grow and gain in self-awareness. For the viewer it seems that a sort of redemption from the original story is being offered: what might the creature in Frankenstein have been like if he had been cared for properly? We are not to know. On their return home from Proteus’ first wonder-filled excursion into the outside world we begin a scene of primal horror. In a scenario reminiscent of the original ‘birthing’ scene in Alien, two bloody hands burst through Proteus’s belly, ripping through intestines and skin and literally tearing him apart. Another being steps through the remains, hideous and dripping with blood. As Victor cringes amidst the gory ruins of Proteus this monster opens his mouth and hisses: ‘your first born has returned Father!’​[8]​ And from here the entire inflection of Frankenstein’s story is changed and re-wrought. 
To a certain extent this scene begins a version of the story we are familiar with: Victor’s abandoned monster has returned to demand retribution, to wreak havoc, and demand a mate. This original creature is very close in appearance to the description given in the novel:
His yellow skin scarcely covered the work of muscles and arteries beneath; his hair was of a lustrous black, and flowing; his teeth of pearly whiteness; but these luxuriances only formed a more horrid contrast with his watery eyes, that seemed almost of the same colour as the dun-white sockets in which they were set, his shrivelled complexion and straight black lips.​[9]​
Frankenstein’s first-born in Penny Dreadful has long black hair and straight black lips. His pallor and coldness of his skin are commented on at various times, and the terrible scars on his face are a testament to how he was created. Yet although he horrifies many, not all turn away from him. Throughout the three series this ‘monster’ becomes one of the central characters and is afforded much more of a life and a deeper characterisation than in the original novel. 
The next episode follows on from the bloody re-emergence of the original creature and there is a flashback to Victor’s past and his own family. We witness a childhood trauma where Victor as a young boy comes across the body of his pet dog which has maggots crawling out of its eyes. We see him with a loving mother who comforts him and he says to her ‘it is just thee and me now.’​[10]​ Yet as she holds him he is horrified to see blood trickling from her mouth as her eyes widen and she spews blood all over her son. His mother has tuberculosis as do many characters in Penny Dreadful. Victor asks his father if she will ‘die today,’​[11]​ but his father turns away in silence leaving Victor in the doorway, witnessing the bloody suffering of his mother alone. He offers no guidance, no comfort, just silence and abandonment.​[12]​ At his mother’s funeral Victor stands apart from his father and three brothers - who we see for the first and last time. This sketch of Victor’s family, his relations with his mother and his father is extremely brief, comprising only a few minutes of the episode. Yet these scenes resonate. There is an apparent intensity in the relationship between Victor and his mother, it is not in fact ‘thee and me’ alone together, there is a father and brothers. However they appear not to signify and it is just after his mother’s funeral that Victor starts to read about anatomy. The suggestion is perhaps that all of Victor’s work is about reviving his dead mother – re-birthing her in some warped fantasy of maternal resurrection. 
These brief scenes meld the novel and the televisual narrative. In the novel, just after the birth of the creature, Victor has his now infamous dream:
I thought I saw Elizabeth, in the bloom of health, walking in the streets of Ingolstadt. Delighted and surprised, I embraced her, but as I imprinted the first kiss on her lips, they became livid with the hue of death; her features appeared to change, and I thought that I held the corpse of my dead mother in my arms; a shroud enveloped her form, and I saw the grave-worms crawling in the folds of flannel.​[13]​
Penny Dreadful mixes the ‘grave-worms’ with the dead mother in a different way. Victor’s dog has the maggots crawling out of its eye sockets, but this too signifies the death of his mother and her demise is just as gruesome as the vision in the novel. Stam and Raengo discuss how adaptations themselves are sometimes seen in almost Freudian terms whereby ‘the adaptation as Oedipal son symbolically slays the source-text as “father”.’​[14]​  Mary Shelley’s novel is not however a ‘father-text’, rather it has always been most associated with the female: more of a ‘mother-text’, an oft-cited example of the ‘female gothic.’​[15]​ Ellen Moers calls Frankenstein ‘a horror story of maternity’​[16]​ and these scenes are certainly a part of the body-horror associated with mothers.  From the point of view of many critics, to give birth is inevitably to ‘mother.’ Anne Mellor cites ‘Frankenstein’s failure to mother his child’:
… rather than clasping his newborn child to his breast in a nurturing maternal gesture, he rushes out of the room, repulsed by the abnormality of his creation. And when his child follows him to his bedroom, uttering inarticulate sounds of desire and affection, smiling at him, reaching out to embrace him, Victor Frankenstein again flees in horror, abandoning his child completely. ​[17]​
Here Mellor too associates Frankenstein with ‘mother’ and laments his maternal failings. She claims that ‘Victor’s quest is precisely to usurp from nature the female power of biological reproduction, to become a male womb.’​[18]​ Gilbert and Gubar associate Victor with Milton’s Satan in Paradise Lost and maintain that he was ‘never really the masculine, Byronic Satan of the first book of Paradise Lost, but always, instead, the curiously female, outcast Satan who gave birth to Sin.’​[19]​ Carrying this analogy further they correlate Victor almost entirely with the female asking in relation to the creature’s birth – ‘Isn’t it precisely at this point in the novel that he discovers he is not Adam but Eve, not Satan but Sin, not male but female?’​[20]​ 




In Penny Dreadful the creatures that Victor fathers are not made from pieces of humans gathered from ‘[t]he dissecting room and the slaughter house,’ the ‘charnel-houses’ and graveyards that are used to make the creature in the novel.​[28]​ Rather Victor uses whole corpses to re-animate and this is how Penny Dreadful allows Victor’s creatures something Shelley did not grant to her creature: memory. All of his creatures remember (or at least begin to remember) their past lives. The gentle Proteus and the more monstrous original creature are not the only creatures that Victor resurrects. In the extreme, Gothic world of Penny Dreadful, Victor births a resurrected ‘daughter,’ again extending its origin text as Frankenstein creates a female creature at the violent exhortations of his original beast. In the novel of course, he destroys the female creature before it is born and we only meet his original creature when it awakens. In Penny Dreadful the third of Victor’s creatures is introduced to us in a very different manner. Brona is a prostitute who we see alive throughout season one conducting a blossoming love affair with Ethan Chandler (the werewolf character). Brona though is dying of tuberculosis (as we have seen a recurring cause of death in Penny Dreadful). Victor’s original creature has, as in the novel, insisted that he make him a ‘mate’. Victor sees an opportunity and murders the dying Brona, smothering her when Ethan is not present. The last scene of the season shows Victor cutting into Brona’s body as his creature watches, eager to see his mate/wife begin to be (re)born. 
The viewer however, over several episodes has seen an attractive, interesting and well-rounded character in Brona. We have witnessed a touching love story between her and Ethan and have been party to her suffering. This makes the prospect of Brona being turned into one of Frankenstein’s ‘creatures’ take on an entirely different hue. We already know that Victor has murdered her and although her death was inevitable, the suggestion is that he wanted a corpse and did not care to wait. Further, as Brona’s corpse lies, waiting to be brought back to life, Victor speaks tenderly to her dead, inanimate body and, in one of the more disturbing scenes in the series, begins to touch her and feels her breast with evident lust. When Brona is reborn as Lily, the original creature is banished as Victor ostensibly ‘grooms’ Lily for him. Yet it is clear that if Lily is to be ‘wife’ to anyone it is Victor who wants her and one night during a storm she creeps into his bed and the incestuous relationship is consummated. In relation to the much more gentle relationship between Victor and Elizabeth in the novel, Gilbert and Gubar nevertheless cite ‘the streak of incest that darkens Frankenstein.’​[29]​ In the excessive world of Penny Dreadful this is explicit and also taken much further: Victor has murdered Brona/Lily and had sex with her – his new-born ‘daughter.’ 
Of all his three creatures, Victor’s abuses of Lily are the most heinous. With Lily Victor enacts murder, incest, necrophilia, kidnap and cruelty. Victor’s warped ‘fatherhood’ echoes the evil Gothic patriarchs of the original fictions of the eighteenth century. Kate Behr says that the only idealized father possible in Gothic fiction is one who is absent. She argues that when fathers are present in Gothic fiction they are inevitably: 	
figures of negative power. They are everything that the ‘good’ father is not … Heroines are particularly vulnerable to the present father figures who direct the power and authority inherent in the title of ‘father’ inwards to enhance their own role, rather than outwards to care for the person under their protection. …
She becomes an object. The power and authority exerted by the present father/guardian is power stripped of care, concerned only with manipulating the object. The heroine is frequently considered only as a marriageable pawn. ​[30]​
Victor does not ‘care’ for Lily and she too, like the Gothic heroines of old, is entirely objectified by Victor. She is firstly created to be a wife to the original creature, but when Victor finds he desires her, he attempts to keep her for himself. Lily has escaped him and set up home with fellow immortal Dorian Gray. However she begins to organise a women’s revolution among her old ‘family’ of East End prostitutes and neither Dorian nor Victor can countenance such insubordination.  They finally collude, kidnapping her intending to perform some sort of lobotomy which will ostensibly morph her into something more feminine. Victor takes Lily to Bedlam and chains her up, telling her; ‘we’re going to make you healthy. Take away all your anger and pain and replace them with something much better; calm, poise, serenity. We’re going to make you into a proper woman.’​[31]​ And presumably this act of violence will make Victor into a ‘proper’ man – father/lover/husband.
Discussing the novel Kate Behr suggests that: 
In Frankenstein […] Mary Shelley took the basic formula of the absent father with the hero’s consequent search for identity and used it in an extreme fashion that locates Frankenstein on the edge of the Gothic tradition. Mary Shelley removed the reader’s trust in the power of the paradigm. There is no beneficent action of Providence in the plot … nor do ‘good’ father figures within the text exert any positive influence. In this tale the innocent are not protected but systematically sacrificed and the crime committed is that of creation by the father rather than the murder of the father.​[32]​
The crimes in Penny Dreadful too are committed by the fathers; theirs are the worst sins and here too it is the innocent who suffer. Lily is not the only one of Frankenstein’s ‘creatures’ to suffer. Victor has, as in the novel, abandoned his first-born.  Behr says that in the novel: 
The monster is never given any status except that of creature or creation: he is not identified as “son,” nor given a name. A name would fix the monster within a social relationship to someone else who would have called him by that name. Without a name the monster is an outcast and an outlaw.​[33]​
In Penny Dreadful Frankenstein’s original creature is not given a name by his ‘father.’ He is first given the name ‘Caliban’ by the kind but ineffectual old soak who runs the Grand Guignol theatre in season one, and in season two he eventually names himself after the poet John Clare. Speaking about Victorian masculinity John Tosh contends that ‘[t]he naming of children, especially sons, was a matter for the father, reflecting his concerns about lineage, descent and heredity.’​[34]​ In line with the novel, Victor violently rejects any hint of ‘lineage, descent [or] heredity’ in relation to his creature. His ‘hideous progeny’ cannot be named, it can only be denied. John Beynon proposes that ‘[t]he father-son relationship has long been recognized as a hugely complex and frequently problematical one. The traditional concept is of the father as a bridgehead into manhood for the son.’​[35]​ Victor does not provide this ‘bridgehead’ and has of course refused to ‘father’ his first-born creature in any way at all. In a flashback we witness the ‘birth’ of this first creature as he comes to life screaming in a bath of blood. The creature (now referred to by the name he nominates for himself; John Clare) names his own rebirth as ‘abomination’ and the whole scene suggests abjection and a ripping apart of the strongest of taboos. John Clare tells Victor ‘the first human action I experienced was rejection.’​[36]​ Victor has destroyed his own domestic ties.
However, Victor’s sins do not go unpunished. As a text, Penny Dreadful demands retribution from its erring (and in fact quite appalling) fathers. Their neglectful, abusive, sinful and taboo relationships literally come back to haunt Victor and Sir Malcolm Murray and both are forced to face up to their families and the consequences of their acts of cruelty and selfishness. Series two is based around an existential battle the ‘heroic band’ of characters have with a group of Devil-worshipping witches. At the denouement of Season two Frankenstein and Sir Malcom are trapped in a torture chamber in the Witches’ house where, through the power of the Witches, they are tormented by hallucinations of their dead and (half) living families wrenched from the guilt of their psyches. In this episode Frankenstein’s creatures give voice to all that is unsaid in the novel; ‘Father your children have returned’ cries Lily. Hailed by the nightmarish hallucinatory visions of his ‘children’ as ‘Father’ (Proteus), ‘lover’ (Lily) and ‘brother’ (the first-born creature), Frankenstein is told that ‘we walk with your sin. Dead yet not fully alive.’  Proteus laments; ‘we were born innocent. You made us into monsters.’ Victor cries out that he is a scientist, but Lily counters that when he slept with her ‘this was abuse, not science.’​[37]​ Meanwhile nightmare visions of Sir Malcolm’s dead wife, son and daughter are also tormenting him; laying his sins bare. As the camera pans back we can see both figures are alone in the room; their returning families are mere hallucinations, but Victor and Sir Malcolm are writhing in the grip of their terrible, tormenting visions tortured by sin, guilt and failure. Visions of their families entrap them in a psychological hell. 
Yet perhaps paradoxically the fundamental impulses in Penny Dreadful are towards the creation of a family. Victor, as so many of the characters, desires a wife, a family, a home and the quiet of mundane, ordinary domestic life. Yet this is not possible in the world of Penny Dreadful and even when domestic bliss is in sight – as it was for Sir Malcolm Murry for example – it is doomed to violent and utter destruction. In the narrative logic of Penny Dreadful, a ‘normal’ family life is a fatal temptation, a lure and a trap. The very desire for a family leads to corruption. It is Victor’s desire for a wife and a family that is his final temptation.​[38]​ Victor’s nostalgic remembrance of Lily’s first awakening as an innocent, vulnerable creature who needed him and took joy in serving him, tempts him to render her thus again through violence. He finally offers Lily mercy and sets her free, enabling her to retain the memory of her own dead daughter. Yet the trope of the family as both abject and taboo is not dismissed and it is continued with the story of his original creature, John Clare. John Clare, finds the family he had before his death – his wife and young son who is dying of consumption. He re-joins them in his re-born form and again, takes up the position of loving father caring for his boy with compassion, love and tenderness until he dies peacefully. However John Clare is tempted by his wife to resurrect their dead son in order that they may live as a family once more. And, while he of all creatures knows that resurrection is possible, he decides to gently let his son go and instead of seeking re-animation or re-birth from Victor he lays the corpse into the river and allows him to float away. He represents true, tender fatherhood and the monster becomes the compassionate, ‘proper’ father that Victor never was. In the Frankenstein narrative strain of Penny Dreadful the redemption of the father comes paradoxically with Frankenstein’s original creature through his rejection of the domestic, his refusal to reinstate his family structure and ultimately his refusal to father in a selfish way.

The Blighted Domestic Spaces of Failed Fatherhood

If Kate Behr is correct in her contention that ‘the conclusion of a Gothic romance is always a family environment. … The Gothic hero retires to a private domestic realm,’ ​[39]​ then perhaps we must ultimately reject Penny Dreadful as a Gothic romance. Recently Jeremy Hogle has called Frankenstein ‘a supremely Gothic Romantic novel’​[40]​ and it is tempting to place Penny Dreadful in the same categorization. Yet romance is scarce in Penny Dreadful and there are no happy endings for any of the lovers. In relation to this, Kate Ellis’s book title is suggestive: The Contested Castle: Gothic Novels and the Subversion of the Domestic. Ellis argues differently from Behr and for her the home, the private and domestic realm in Gothic fiction is never a place of peace and unity. She says that the Gothic ‘is preoccupied with home. But it is the failed home that appears on its pages, the place from which some (usually “fallen” men) are locked out, and others (usually “innocent” women) are locked in.’​[41]​ Penny Dreadful too examines the ‘failed’ home, but in this text in the final reckoning it is the fallen men who are ‘locked in.’ Victor’s two surviving ‘creatures,’ Lily and John Clare, are allowed freedom of movement and, the possibility at least, of redemption of some sort. And while Vanessa Ives is sacrificed, Sir Malcolm, Ethan and Dorian Gray are confined within the walls of their dark, Gothic mansions.  Stam and Raengo ask:
Do not adaptations ‘adapt to’ changing environments and changing tastes, as well as to a new medium, with its distinct industrial demands, commercial pressures, censorship taboos and aesthetic norms? And are adaptations not a hybrid form like the orchid, the meeting place of different ‘species’? ​[42]​
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